Hand-selected by a team of interior design experts, MiPlank combines the latest
trends and designs to create a premium look and feel for your interior.
The collection features 15 authentic timber designs, each containing unique knot and
grain details to replicate the natural beauty of the different wood species.

For those requiring a high-performing acoustic product, without wanting to
compromise on design, 8 shades from the MiPlank collection are also available with
a specially-formulated acoustic backing, reducing impact sound by up to 19dB.
Look out for the acoustic symbol throughout the brochure or refer to the collection
overview for details of these shades.

Front cover image: Sun Bleached Ash
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Looking for flooring for a multi-residential or commercial space?
The MiPlank Acoustic collection is the perfect option for when impact sound reduction is an important factor.

Reduces Impact Sound by 19dB

The specially-formulated MiPlank Acoustic luxury vinyl flooring combines the high-quality and design of traditional
MiPlank, with an acoustic backing that reduces impact sound by up to 19dB. Available in 8 of the MiPlank shades,
achieve the same look with improved acoustic benefits, perfect for when you need peace and quiet.

Look for the MiPlank Acoustic symbol on selected shades and reference
the purple shade code when placing your order.

Acoustic backing on selected shades only.
Look out for the MiPlank Acoustic symbol.
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SI LKWOOD
2424

plank size: 185 x 1505mm
Perfectly suited to coastal and
Scandinavian interiors, Silkwood
is light and refined. The longer
planks, minimalist grain and
simple knot detailing create a
seamless and spacious look.

SI LKWOOD
7

SU N BLEACH ED ASH
2421

9421 *
*Code refers to acoustic version of this shade,
ideal for multi-residential & commercial spaces

plank size: 185 x 1505mm
The long planks of Sun Bleached
Ash feature silvered, grey tones,
inspired by planks bleached by

SU N BLE ACH ED ASH
8

the sun and saltwater of the
Australian coast.

SI LVER BI RCH
2418

941 8 *
*Code refers to acoustic version of this shade,
ideal for multi-residential & commercial spaces

plank size: 185 x 1505mm
The silvery, white trunk of Silver
Birch creates a timber species
which features an airy metallic
grey. This design is the perfect

SI LVER BI RCH
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choice for light, contemporary
residential and commercial spaces.

WASH ED PI N E
2410

plank size: 177.8 x 1219.2mm
On-trend Washed Pine
replicates a classic timber with
a contemporary finish. Suited to
coastal style interiors, Washed
Pine is the perfect way to
introduce texture to any space.

WASH ED PI N E
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SASSAFRAS
2413

941 3 *
*Code refers to acoustic version of this shade,
ideal for multi-residential & commercial spaces

plank size: 185 x 1505mm
Sassafras features wonderful,
variable and dynamic colouring.
The combination of golden tones
with striking, deep rich brown,

SASSAFRAS
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grain and knot detailing creates a
statement floor.

SMOKED OAK
2423

plank size: 185 x 1505mm
A classic combination of warm
timber and smoky ash tones.
Smoked Oak takes inspiration
from the process of smoking
natural wood, to create contrast
and a scorched richness.

SMOKED OAK
17

WATTLE
2412

plank size: 185 x 1505mm
Wattle is a striking light brown
shade, with warm undertones and
defined growth rings. Inspired
by natural timber, these planks
feature unique knot and grain
detailing to ensure an authentic
Australian look.

WAT TLE
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DARK OAK
2414

9414 *
*Code refers to acoustic version of this shade,
ideal for multi-residential & commercial spaces

plank size: 177.8 x 1219.2mm
This unique, Dark Oak plank
design features deep chocolate

DARK OAK
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brown tones, perfect for creating
a bold and sophisticated style.

RED H EART GU M
2419

plank size: 185 x 1505mm
A modern alternative to Jarrah,
Red Heart Gum incorporates the
rich red tones of the Australian
species, balanced with a smooth
grain and cool grey undertones.
Red Heart Gum is perfect for
adding warmth and a sense of
traditional style to any home.

RED H E ART GU M
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TASMAN IAN MYRTLE
2415

941 5 *
*Code refers to acoustic version of this shade,
ideal for multi-residential & commercial spaces

plank size: 177.8 x 1219.2mm
Created to purposefully mimic
the evergreen native species,
unique to Victoria and Tasmania;
Tasmanian Myrtle features

TASMAN IAN MYRTLE
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reddish undertones with a
distinctive black grain.

SPOTTED GU M
2416

plank size: 185 x 1505mm
Inspired by the iconic Australian
species of timber; Spotted Gum,
these planks are uniquely Australian.
Featuring light tones with a
distinctive, refined texture, Spotted
Gum is a timeless and classic timber,
perfect for any home.

SPOTTED GU M
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GREY GU M
2420

9420 *
*Code refers to acoustic version of this shade,
ideal for multi-residential & commercial spaces

plank size: 177.8 x 1219.2mm
Designed to replicate an
Australian native species, Grey
Gum combines a smooth, refined
grain with contemporary grey

GREY GU M
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undertones to create a truly
unique Australian feel.

CARBON TEAK
2422

plank size: 177.8 x 1219.2mm
Carbonizing wood involves
applying heat to the point that
the timber almost burns, creating
depth and contrast between
planks. Inspired by this process,
Carbon Teak features deep,
contrasting tones, resulting in a
unique and varied design.

CARBON TE AK
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PAPERBARK
2411

9411 *
*Code refers to acoustic version of this shade,
ideal for multi-residential & commercial spaces

plank size: 185 x 1505mm
Paperbark features a unique
combination of a smooth texture
and light timber tones which
range from warm, sun-drenched

PAPERBARK
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yellows to moody greys, creating
a sense of refined luxury.

BLACKWOOD
2417

9417 *
*Code refers to acoustic version of this shade,
ideal for multi-residential & commercial spaces

plank size: 177.8 x 1219.2mm
Inspired by the Australian
hardwood that yields an
attractive timber finish;
Blackwood features a lustrous
golden brown grain. Contrasting

BL ACKWOOD
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bands of rich, darker tones create
a sophisticated, homely look.

COLLECTION OVERVI EW

plank size: 185 x 1505mm

The MiPlank collection has been beautifully engineered to create authentic replications of natural timber
planks. The designs deliberately contain knot and grain details, giving each plank a unique appeal.
Although we endeavour to ensure that the colours depicted within this brochure truly represent each
product, we recommend you view an actual sample of a full-size plank prior to selection.

SI LKWOO D

2424

* Code refers to acoustic version of this shade

SU N B LEACH ED ASH

242 1

9421*

All designs achieve R10, which is an ex-factory measure of slip resistance

R10

plank size: 177.8 x 1219.2mm

SI LVER B I RCH

G REY G U M

9420*

2420

WASH ED PI N E

241 0

B L ACKWOO D

2417

TASMAN IAN MYRTLE

CARBO N TEAK

DARK OAK
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2414
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PAPERBARK
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FLOORCARE
We want your MiPlank floor to look its best for many years to come and to help with this we have laid out the following
floorcare guidelines. MiPlank does not harbour dust mites or bacteria, making it ideal for the home environment.

PUREFLOR sets a new benchmark for Hard and Soft Surface Cleaning performance.
Containing only natural ingredients in a concentrated formulation, the PUREFLOR range is pH neutral, non-toxic and

Initial Cleaning after installation
• Avoid walking on the floor for at least 24 hours following completion of installation.
• Sweep or vacuum to prevent loose dirt from scratching the floor.
• Polishing your floor can be beneficial to help prevent slight surface scratches and to provide further protection.

removes the toughest stains by destroying organic stains, soils and odours at source.

Why Pureflor:
• Products do not contain any soap, avoiding build-up over time
• Formulated with plant based enzymes that will not upset the natural bacteria
• Enzymes accelerate the destruction of organic material

Day to Day Cleaning

• pH neutral - won’t damage surfaces
• Powerful and Eco-Positive

Regularly sweep or vacuum your floor to remove loose dirt, grit or dust. It’s important to use clean mops and neutral

• 100% biodegradable

cleaning solutions when regularly cleaning your floor. Always dilute the floor cleanser to the manufacturer’s instructions.

• No chemical agents

Please ensure you mop your floor evenly and collect any excess liquid in a mop bucket.

• No phosphates

Do:
• Install barrier mats at entrances to pick up grit and moisture.

S

(Please note, some rubber-backed mats may discolour the floor).
• Ensure your furniture is fitted with protective pads, where necessary, to prevent scratches.
• Use protective cups under heavy furniture to prevent indentation.
• Remove spillages as quickly as possible to reduce the risk of staining and causing slip hazards.
• Always use clean equipment when maintaining your floor.

HARD SURFACE CLEANER

SOFT SURFACE CLEANER

• Regularly trim pets claws as these can cause fine scratches.

PUREFLOR is a floor cleaner for hard surfaces around the

PUREFLOR Soft Surface Cleaner is an all-natural, multi-

home and office.

enzyme formula designed to attack and loosen tough

Don’t:
• Use abrasive liquids or metal scouring pads as these can damage the floor.
• Clean the floor with solvents, caustic detergents washing up liquids, soap powders, bleach,
furniture polishes, petroleum-based products, pine gels, stain removers or highly coloured products.
Such products may make the floor slippery or cause permanent damage.
• Drag furniture with unprotected feet across the floor.

stains and dirt on carpet and upholstery.
• Contains a soap free, multi enzyme formula designed
to destroy and break down grease, oil and food waste
• Eliminates odours by destroying the organic matter
• pH neutral, non-corrosive and safe for all surfaces
not harmed by water
• Designed to discharge down drains, where the 		
enzyme formula will continue to attack 		

Regular cleaning is more beneficial to the floor covering and is more cost-effective than occasional heavy cleaning.

the grease and food waste. Septic safe

• Works to destroy all organic matter, not just lift the top
layer of soil and dirt
• Rapid penetrating action which gets deep down into
the fibres of the carpet to loosen the debris
• Eliminates odours in the carpet by getting to the source
• Allows odour and stain removal without
damaging fibres
• Removes a wide range of difficult organic stains, 		

We highly recommend using the PUREFLOR cleaning system to maintain your MiPlank floor.

Suitable for use on: vinyl flooring, tiles, wooden floors,

including blood, pet, urine etc

concrete
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Suitable for use on: carpet, rugs, upholstery, curtains.

100%
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PICTU RE IT I NSTANTLY
Take the guesswork out of choosing your floor by trying it out today. The Polyflor Visualiser helps bring our products

H ERE TO H ELP
Environment

to life and shows how they will transform your room. All you need to do is take a photo of the area you’re renovating
and let our visualiser do the rest! Visualise MiPlank in your space now, visit polyflor.com.au/room-visualiser.

As a leading global manufacturer of high-quality, high-performance floor coverings, Polyflor has demonstrated a high level
of commitment to minimising the impact our products have on the environment and endeavour to meet these requirements
with a focus on sustainability and a healthy indoor climate.
MiPlank has the prescribed CE mark, as a European declaration of performance and is regularly tested to ensure the

PICTURE IT
INSTANTLY
on our ROOM Visualiser

exceptional standards are continually met by external third parties including Eurofins, one of Europe’s leading service
providers in the field of analysis. Through these annual external inspections, Eurofins have awarded MiPlank the Indoor Air
Comfort Gold rating. This certificate is awarded to products with VOC emissions below any globally determined VOC limits.
MiPlank is 100% recyclable and contains on average 20% recycled material, which is integrated into new flooring production
insofar as possible.

Order Samples
Polyflor provides a complimentary product sample service. Sample your choice of flooring before making your final
selection and ensure you find the exact floor covering you desire. To order samples, please visit polyflor.com.au, call our

WALL

customer service department or speak with your local Polyflor representative.

Visit us Online
Visit polyflor.com.au for detailed product and technical information on all flooring collections within the Polyflor portfolio.
Our website provides an easy to follow navigation system to help you find exactly what you are looking for. Free
downloads and free product and literature samples are easy to order through the website.

Contact Us
For general information on your specific project, either speak with your local Polyflor representative or contact us directly
on 1800 777 425 or sales@polyflor.com.au

Customer Guarantee
All products purchased from the range are guaranteed for 15 years Residential / 10 years Commercial against normal wear
and tear in the recommended environment, provided they have been fitted correctly and maintained in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions. In order to make a claim, customers must apply in writing indicating where their flooring was
purchased and provide satisfactory proof of purchase. This guarantee only applies in the event of the visible wearing out
of the decorative pattern on the surface within the 15 years Residential / 10 years Commercial guarantee period from the

FLOOR

time of purchase and providing the flooring has been subject to normal usage in the recommended environment. It does
not cover general misuse and we suggest that adequate UV protection be taken against products being installed in direct
sunlight as fading may occur. It is the manufacturer’s recommendation that felt or Teflon pads are used for protection under
chairs and other furniture which will help to prevent scratching and marring of your floor’s finish. When moving any heavy
objects please place a plywood panel over your vinyl floor. In the event of the manufacturers of MiPlank accepting that a
claim is valid under this guarantee, they will either repair the flooring or supply replacement flooring free of charge. In the
unlikely event of the flooring no longer being in stock, flooring of equivalent quality will be provided.

Try our new WALL & FLOOR Visualiser
For more inspiration visit polyflor.com.au
40
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TECH N ICAL
The following table details the technical specification for the MiPlank and MiPlank Acoustic.
Should you require any further information, contact Polyflor on 1800 777 425 or email technical@polyflor.com.au

MiPlank

MiPlank Acoustic

Characteristics

Standards

Gauge

ISO 24346 (EN 428)

5mm

Wear Layer

ISO 24340 (EN 429)

0.55mm

Plank Size

ISO 24342 (EN 427)

Total Weight

ISO 23997 (EN 430)

8000g/m²

6380g/m²

ISO 10582 (EN 649)

Conforms

-

EN 651

-

Conforms

ISO 10874 (EN 685)

23 34 43

23 33 42

AS ISO 9239-1

>8 kW/m²

>4.5 kW/m²

EN 13501-1

Class Bfl-S1

Class Cfl-S1

General Performance
Use Area
Reaction to Fire
Abrasion Resistance

Slip Resistance

10 @ 177.8 x 1219.2mm = 2.17m²
8 @ 185 x 1505mm = 2.23m²

EN 660-2

Group T

ISO 10582

Type I

EN 13893

Class DS (dry condition)

DIN 51130

R10

AS 4586

R10

Impact Sound Reduction

ISO 10140-3

9dB

19dB

Thermal Conductivity

EN 12524

0.25 W/(m.K)

-

Thermal Resistance

EN 12677

-

0.0419m²K/W
Resistant depending on concentration and time of exposure. In case

Chemical Resistance

ISO 26987 (EN 423)

Residual Indentation

ISO 24343-1 (EN 433)

≤0.05mm

≤0.20mm

Dimensional Stability

ISO 23999 (EN 434)

≤0.1% max

≤0.25%

of increased impact of oils, grease, acids, alkalis and other aggressive
chemicals - please contact us.

Underfloor Heating

Suitable, max 27°C

Light Fastness

ISO 105-B02

Castor Chair (continuous use)

ISO 4918 (EN 425)

Static Electrical Propensity

EN 1815
Indoor Air Comfort Gold

VOC Emissions

(Method 3) ≥6
Suitable
≤2.0kV Classed as 'antistatic'

-

Eurofins certified product

AgBB VOC test

Very low emissions

FloorScore

Certified

MiPlank acheives a Generic BRE Global Environmental A+ Rating. Specific EN15804 Environmental
Product Declaration (EPD) available on request. MiPlank is 100% recyclable and contains average
Environmentally Preferable Flooring

20% recycled material. Recyclable via the Recofloor scheme.
Visit www.polyflor.com.au/environmentally-preferred.
MiPlank Acoustic is 100% recyclable and contains average 20% recycled material. Recyclable via the
Recofloor scheme. Visit www.polyflor.com.au/environmentally-preferred.

PUR - MiPlank & MiPlank Acoustic PUR features a high quality, cross-linked polyurethane reinforcement, UV cured to provide a low cost,
polish-free maintenance regime for the lifetime of the flooring.
For information regarding handling and installation, adhesives, maintenance, applications, chemical resistance and product warranty, consult

AUSTRALIA
Polyflor Australia
Tel: 1800 777 425
Fax: 03 9215 4444

your Polyflor representative or contact us directly on 1800 777 425 or email sales@polyflor.com.au The data presented is correct at the

E-mail: sales@polyflor.com.au

time of printing. For latest information, please visit www.polyflor.com.au Decoration and shade may vary slightly from the samples shown.

www.polyflor.com.au

* Resistant depending on concentration and time of exposure, in case of increased impact of oils, grease, acids, alkalis and other aggressive chemicals - please contact us.
NEW ZEALAND
Polyflor New Zealand
Tel: 0800 765 935

100% RECYCLABLE
20% RECYCLED MATERIAL
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Fax: 0800 846 737
E-mail: sales@polyflor.co.nz
EN 14041

www.polyflor.co.nz

For details on distribution,
as well as up to date product and
technical information, please visit

www.polyflor.com.au

